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MODANO 

Modano is the world’s only spreadsheet content management and sharing system for Microsoft 
Excel. Our platform improves the quality, efficiency and consistency of the spreadsheets used 
across organizations, while also decreasing the risk of spreadsheet errors. 

Modano users around the world include accountants, investment bankers, advisors, CFOs, 
CEOs, strategy teams, venture capitalists, fund managers, research analysts and engineers. 

Modano can be contacted as follows: 

Website:  www.modano.com 
Email:  info@modano.com 

IMPORTANT NOTICES 

Many of the examples provided throughout this document have been created within Microsoft 
Excel using the Modano Excel add-in – a financial model content management and sharing 
platform available from Modano (www.modano.com). 

http://www.modano.com/
http://www.modano.com/network
file://///BPMS01/Common/Modano/Training/Annual%20Planning/www.modano.com
mailto:info@modano.com?subject=Email%20Modano.
http://www.modano.com/
https://www.modano.com/?download
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Executive Summary 

Spreadsheets are used heavily throughout large organizations, yet most organizations do not 
have adequate systems in place to maximise the quality and efficiency of their spreadsheet use 
and mitigate the risk of errors. 

This results in high spreadsheet usage costs and risks to organizations. 

Modano works with organizations to systematically improve spreadsheet quality and 
efficiency while reducing spreadsheet costs and risks. 

Based on our experience we believe we can conservatively save large organizations over $2m 
per thousand Excel users per annum, and this could be more than $10m. And this does not 
place a value on the associated improvements in decision making and reduced risk of 
spreadsheet errors. 

For two decades, we have worked with many of Australia’s leading organizations including AGL, 
Investec, Jacobs, Mirvac, NAB, Origin Energy, Perpetual, PwC, Rothschild & Co, Santos and 
University of Sydney. 

This document explains how Modano provides these benefits to large organizations while 
reducing spreadsheet-based costs and provides an overview of the implementation process. 

Michael Hutchens 
CEO | Modano 
t: +61 3 9244 9801 
m: +61 403 483 456 
michael.hutchens@modano.com 

mailto:michael.hutchens@modano.com
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The Modano Solution 

Modano believes there is always a better way. Founded in 2002, our primary goal is to 
empower businesses with more efficient and effective ways of gaining clarity and control over 
their decision-making processes. We do this by optimizing the way they use Microsoft Excel 
using a combination of software, training and support. 

For the past two decades Modano has been working with clients around the world to identify the 
causes of spreadsheet inefficiencies and errors, and developing solutions designed to 
overcome and mitigate these issues. 

The result of this process is Modano’s 360-degree spreadsheet optimization solution, which 
is comprised of three complimentary areas, each playing a role in making spreadsheets faster 
to build, maintain and share, and less likely to contain errors: 

Area  Description 

Standardization  • Teamwide consistent look and feel. 

• Spreadsheet best practices implementation, including 
formats & styles, table of contents, hyperlink navigation and 
consistent sheet layouts. 

Review  • Formula analysis and review tools. 

• Robust error checks systems, both within spreadsheets and 
using tools to detect and resolve errors. 

• Issues tracking and version control via centralized issues 
registers. 

Automation  • Automation of common repetitive tasks within spreadsheets 
without VBA, such as categories addition and time series 
extension. 

• Creation and sharing of modules (pieces of spreadsheets) to 
reduce spreadsheet build and maintenance time and risk. 

• Replacement of static templates with dynamic modular 
templates. 

These areas are implemented using Modano’s comprehensive Excel add-in, in conjunction with 
ongoing training and support. The following table provides a summary of the benefits provided 
by each of these three areas: 

  Quality 
Improvement 

 Time 
Saving 

 Risk 
Mitigation 

Standardization       

Review       

Automation       

Importantly, these three areas add an end-to-end spreadsheet optimization and risk mitigation 
layer to Microsoft Excel, without affecting its user-friendliness or limiting its flexibility in any way. 
They ensure that spreadsheet users are doing what they should be doing, in many cases 
automating the implementation and verification of best practices in less time than it would 
otherwise take to build inconsistent, non-best practice models with more errors. 

Each of these areas is discussed in more detail on the following pages. 
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Standardization 

Over the past two decades, large organizations have spent billions of dollars standardizing 
Word and PowerPoint to ensure that their documents and presentations reflect their desired 
look and feel. Yet Microsoft Excel – their key decision-making tool – has remained largely 
unregulated, often resulting in a complete lack of spreadsheet standardization. 

This lack of consistency within and between the many spreadsheets throughout an organization 
is a key cause of inefficiencies, confusion, a lack of collaboration, and often spreadsheet errors. 

Modano resolves this issue by allowing organizations to clearly define their own best practice 
guidelines, then create a corporate theme which is used to systematically implement these 
guidelines using the Modano Excel add-in. This theme is shared across teams, thereby 
ensuring that all spreadsheets are consistent and reflect corporate preferences. This is done 
once, choosing from a wide range of customisable settings, then rarely changed thereafter. The 
dialog below shows one of the steps in the creation of a corporate theme for an organization 
that has chosen an orange-based theme. 

Creating an Organization-Wide Theme 

 

While on the face of it, theming seems to be about aesthetics, Excel standardization goes a lot 
further than Word or PowerPoint theming, as standardization needs to accommodate 
spreadsheet best practices, while also being attractive enough to motivate spreadsheet users to 
adopt it. 
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Importantly, standardized spreadsheets consistently distinguish assumptions cells, and 
assumptions cells are styled using unprotected assumptions styles so that their values can be 
changed after sheets are protected. 

As shown in the example below, standardized spreadsheets look beautiful and clean, but they 
are also much more functional than non-standardized spreadsheets, especially when all team 
members in an organization understand and apply the same rules. This is what Modano 
facilitates. 

Standardized Spreadsheet Example 

 

Over the past 15 years Modano has learned that, to be effective, standardization must look 
great and save spreadsheet users time, as most spreadsheet users won’t do anything that 
requires additional time investment. Modano facilitates this by automating many common 
spreadsheet build and maintenance tasks that are usually done manually, including the: 

1. Insertion and automatic updating of a hyperlinked table of contents. 

2. Application of styles once rather than applying multiple formats. 

3. Provision of base sheets to encourage consistent sheet layouts. 

4. Provision of common time series infrastructure for time series analysis. 

5. Provision of tools to assist with formula entry, data validation usage, data alignment, 
printing & viewing consistency, range names management and dashboard creation. 

Spreadsheet standardization creates a common communication language for teamwide 
collaboration and remains one of the most powerful yet under-utilised spreadsheet optimization 
tools available to organizations today. 
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Review 

In many organizations, spreadsheets are either not reviewed 
properly, or reviewed periodically by spreadsheet auditing firms 
before the spreadsheet is used as the basis for importance 
decision making. 

This retrospective approach to reviewing spreadsheets explains 
why most spreadsheets contain errors which often go 
unnoticed, accumulating over time as they become larger and 
more complicated. 

The key to improving spreadsheet quality and minimizing the 
risk of errors in spreadsheets is regularly reviewing 
spreadsheets as they are built and maintained, and resolving 
any detected issues so spreadsheets never contain landmines 
waiting to be found by an unsuspecting team member at some 
stage in the future. 

Modano makes this possible by providing a range of model 
finalization, auditing and review tools which are deigned to be 
used on a real-time basis to mitigate spreadsheet risk. These 
tools range from formula analysis tools, which reduce the time 
taken to interrogate and understand formulas, to tools which 
search workbooks for errors and assist in resolving them. 

 Auditing Tools 

 

 
 

The most well-known review tool in Modano is the Traverse Formula tool, which reduces the 
time taken to understand a formula and trace its precedents, as shown below: 

Traverse Formula Tool 

 

This is an example of one of many tools in Modano which can immediately be used by any 
spreadsheet user, without any training requirement, to reduce spreadsheet build and review 
time and risk. However, there are other finalization tools in Modano which are equally, if not 
more, beneficial to spreadsheet users. 
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One example of this is the automated error checks system which Modano allows you to insert 
into any spreadsheet, allowing error checks to be quickly and easily inserted throughout the 
spreadsheet, and ensuring that errors are always detected, located and communicated to 
spreadsheet users rather than going unnoticed. 

Automated Error Checks 

 

Even if errors are not detected by the automated error checks system, Modano provides a 
range of tools designed to detect and resolve spreadsheet errors, ensuring that spreadsheets 
never contain avoidable errors. The Search & Repair tool even isolates errors that are the 
source of other errors in spreadsheets, further reducing resolution time and confusion. 

Search & Repair Tool 
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Modano also allows an issues register to be inserted into any spreadsheet, providing a 
summary of current and past outstanding issues along with resolution steps and comments for 
other model users. Issues registers can also be used to track version changes when sharing 
spreadsheets across teams. 

Spreadsheet Issues Register 

 

Maintaining issues registers within spreadsheets creates a centralized control environment for 
team member communication and resolution of issues, rather than relying upon the inefficiency 
and confusion associated with using emails and external files. 

Together, the review systems in Modano ensure that spreadsheets are efficiently reviewed as 
they are built and maintained, thereby maximizing spreadsheet quality and significantly reducing 
the risk of errors.  
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Automation 

In addition to standardization and review systems, Modano allows pieces of spreadsheets to be 
reused and made scalable, thereby allowing static spreadsheets to be replaced with modular, 
dynamic spreadsheets. This area of Modano is called automation, and can provide 
extraordinary time and risk savings while facilitating a new level of team collaboration and IP 
sharing and reuse. 

The concepts underlying spreadsheet automation are identical to those that have been used for 
decades by website content management systems such as WordPress and Magento, which 
reduce website build time by allowing pieces of websites to be recycled rather than built from 
scratch each time. Modano provides this capability to Microsoft Excel. 

The automation capabilities provided by Modano can be broadly grouped into two areas: 

1. Modular Spreadsheet Development: Pieces of spreadsheets - called modules - can be 
recycled and linked together to reduce model build time. 

2. Repetitive Task Automation: Common time-consuming high-risk tasks - such as adding 
categories and extending time series sheets - can be automated without any black box 
VBA. 

Each of these areas is discussed in more detail below. 

Modular Spreadsheet Development 

After developing spreadsheet standardization and review tools, Modano recognized that many 
parts of the financial models we were building were being recycled from prior financial models, 
but the process of manually copying, pasting and editing this content between workbooks was 
manual, time consuming and risky. Often simply adding a dashboard from a previous 
spreadsheet to a new spreadsheet would take hours or days, and result in unexpected links 
between workbooks and formula errors. 

To address this inefficiency, Modano pioneered Modular Spreadsheet Development extended 
the functionality within the Modano Excel add-in to transform static Excel spreadsheets into 
dynamic modular spreadsheets. 

As a result, the Modano Excel add-in allows spreadsheet users to build pieces of spreadsheets 
using Microsoft Excel as they would normally do, but then reuse them in other spreadsheets to 
prevent ever needing to repeat creating the same piece of analysis. These pieces of 
spreadsheets are called modules, with common examples including a revenue projection, 
assets schedule, debt facilities or an income statement. 

While Modano has traditionally focused on building modules for financial modeling, modules 
can be built for any purpose, as they are simply pieces of Excel spreadsheets, and the end 
product is a normal Excel workbook that can be used by anyone using Microsoft Excel, with or 
without Modano installed. 
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The diagram below shows how an integrated financial model might be viewed in a modular 
development environment: 

Modular Financial Model Example 

                                 

4                Financial 
Model.xlsx 

                

                                

                                      

                                      

Time Series 
  Revenue & 

Expenses 

  
Assets 

  
Taxation 

  
Checks 

        

                                      

    Financial 
Statements 

  
Working Capital 
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  Other Financial 
Statement Items 

    

              

                                      

Time Series 
  

Revenue 
  

Fixed Assets 
  

GST 
  

Error Checks 
        

                                      

    Opening Balance 
Sheet 
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Senior Debt 

  
Interest on Cash 

    

              

                                      

        
Expenses 

  
Intangibles 

  
Corporate Taxation 

  
Sensitivity Checks 

              

                                      

    
Income Statement 

  
Creditors 

  
Preference Shares 

  Other Balance 
Sheet Items 

    

              

                                      

        Other Revenue 
& Expenses 

      
Ordinary Equity 

      
Alert Checks 

                    

                                 

From a Microsoft Excel perspective, each of these modules appears as blocks of rows within a 
spreadsheet, which can quickly and easily be inserted or deleted from the spreadsheet, thereby 
customizing it without ever manually recreating analysis.  

Modular Spreadsheet Development 
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When used in a team environment, the benefits of modular financial modeling are cumulative 
over time, as spreadsheet modeling quality and efficiency improves exponentially as more 
modules are created, shared and reused by team members. In time, teams develop a range of 
recyclable module libraries, documented and version controlled, ready for reuse at any time. 

Repetitive Task Automation 

When developing the Modano Excel add-in, it soon became clear that modules need to be 
dynamic so that they can automatically link together when inserted into a spreadsheet. 

An obvious example of this is the insertion of an income statement module into a spreadsheet 
already containing a revenue module which projects 5 categories of revenue over 5 years. If the 
income statement module was built assuming 3 revenue categories being projected over 2 
years, the income statement needs to scale to include 2 additional revenue categories and 2 
additional time series periods. 

To facilitate this, the Modano Excel add-in allows modules to be made scalable, both during and 
after insertion, so that modules always link correctly when inserted into different spreadsheets, 
and the spreadsheets themselves become scalable too. 

The following table provides three examples of common repetitive tasks which can be 
automated when creating modular spreadsheets using Modano: 

Task  Examples  Static Templates  Dynamic Templates  
Time 

Saving 

Categories 

 

 • Revenue and 
expenses 

• Debtors and 
creditors 

• Asset classes 

• Debt facilitates 

 • Manually insert 
rows 

• Copy and paste 
down content 

• Verify formula 
correctness 

• Confirm inclusion in 
totals 

• Manually add rows 
to all dependent 
categories 

 • Right-click insertion 

• Automatic flow 
throughout model 

 5 hours 
per 

addition / 
removal 

Time series  • Model shortening / 
extension 

• Model roll-forward 

• Transaction date 
change 

 • Manually insert 
columns 

• Copy and paste 
across content 

• Verify formula 
correctness 

• Confirm inclusion in 
totals 

• Manually add 
columns to all 
related sheets 

 • Change time series 
assumptions 

• Automatic flow 
throughout model 

 10 hours 
per 

change 
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Task  Examples  Static Templates  Dynamic Templates  
Time 

Saving 

Data import  • Opening balance 
sheet importation 

• Historical financial 
statements 
importation 

• Source from IM, 
Bloomberg, Capital 
IQ, FactSet, etc. 

 • Manual cell-by-cell 
copy and paste 

• Manual mapping of 
categories 

• Manual data 
reconciliation 

 • Drag/drop mapping 
and reconciling 

• Automated data 
entry 

 1 hour per 
import 

From a Microsoft Excel perspective, this automation is undertaken via simple commands that 
appear alongside existing Excel commands. For example, categories can be added by inserting 
rows or right-clicking and selecting the Insert Categories menu item, as shown below:    

Automatically Adding Categories 

 

The graphic below shows how an organization’s spreadsheet usage and timeframe can change 
as a result of moving from static templates to modular spreadsheet development with repetitive 
task automation: 

Static Templates 

Static 
Template 

Manual Editing 

Modular Spreadsheet Development 

Dynamic 
Template 

MSD Manual Editing Time Saving (>25%) 

Repetitive Task Automation 

Dynamic 
Template 

MSD Automation 
Manual 
Editing 

Time Saving (>50%) 

These time, cost and risk savings constantly increase over time as the organization’s library of 
reusable modules grows and provides for a full range of analysis pieces for any activity in any 
region in any industry. 
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Value Creation & Cost Savings 

The implementation of systemized spreadsheet standardization and best practices significantly 
improves the clarity and control of spreadsheet-based processes throughout an organization, 
thereby reducing spreadsheet build and maintenance time, facilitating effective IP sharing and 
collaboration, and mitigating the risk of spreadsheet errors. 

Perhaps the best indication of the value created by Modano is that over 90% of the 
organizations that have implemented Modano since 2002 to optimize their Microsoft Excel use 
continue to use the system today. 

The direct cost savings available to organizations from implementing Modano are directly 
related to the number of regular Microsoft Excel users within the organization, their average 
salary, and the time savings achieved. 

The following analysis demonstrates how an organization with 1,000 Microsoft Excel users 
could decrease its annual spreadsheet usage costs by $2.5m: 

Total Regular Microsoft Excel Users   1,000 

Average Salary Per Regular Microsoft Excel User   $100,000 

% of Time Using Microsoft Excel   25% 

Average Annual Cost Per Regular Microsoft Excel User   $25,000  

Total Regular Microsoft Excel Users  1,000 

Total Annual Microsoft Excel Usage Cost  $25,000,000 

Modano Excel Usage Time Saving (%)   10%  

Annual Cost Saving   $2,500,000  

The following table shows the annual cost saving to the organization based on a range of 
assumptions about the Excel usage time of their regular Excel users and time savings provided 
by implementing spreadsheet standardization, review and automation systems: 

 % of Time Using Microsoft Excel 

Modano 
Time  

Saving 
(%) 

   5%   10%   15%   20%   25%   30%   35%   40%   45%  

 2%   $0.1   $0.2   $0.3   $0.4   $0.5   $0.6   $0.7   $0.8   $0.9  

 4%   $0.2   $0.4   $0.6   $0.8   $1.0   $1.2   $1.4   $1.6   $1.8  

 6%   $0.3   $0.6   $0.9   $1.2   $1.5   $1.8   $2.1   $2.4   $2.7  

 8%   $0.4   $0.8   $1.2   $1.6   $2.0   $2.4   $2.8   $3.2   $3.6  

 10%   $0.5   $1.0   $1.5   $2.0   $2.5   $3.0   $3.5   $4.0   $4.5  

 12%   $0.6   $1.2   $1.8   $2.4   $3.0   $3.6   $4.2   $4.8   $5.4  

 14%   $0.7   $1.4   $2.1   $2.8   $3.5   $4.2   $4.9   $5.6   $6.3  

 16%   $0.8   $1.6   $2.4   $3.2   $4.0   $4.8   $5.6   $6.4   $7.2  

 18%   $0.9   $1.8   $2.7   $3.6   $4.5   $5.4   $6.3   $7.2   $8.1  

Assuming 1,000 regular Excel users spend only 25% of their time using Microsoft Excel, the 
organization will still achieve an annual cost saving of $1m even if spreadsheet standardization, 
review and automation systems reduce this time by only 4%. 

This analysis ignores financial benefits from improved decision making from optimized 
spreadsheet use, and places no value on the considerable reduction in risk which would also be 
achieved by the organization. 
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Implementation Stages 

One of the main reasons why there has often been little improvement in spreadsheet use within 
large organizations is that there is a universal reluctance to limit the flexibility and user-
friendliness of Microsoft Excel, and almost any attempt at systemization is presumed do just 
that. 

For this reason, the implementation of spreadsheet optimization and risk mitigation systems 
throughout an organization must be done carefully, with a constant focus on empowering 
spreadsheet users each step of the way. If spreadsheet users are feeling in control and 
experiencing the benefits of the systems being implemented, they will support the change rather 
than resist it. 

With these considerations in mind, and based on our experience working with large 
organizations over the past two decades, we propose the following multi-stage process to 
implement Modano as a spreadsheet optimization and risk mitigation tool: 

Stage  Description  Duration 

1) Core Team Selection  • Select ~10 passionate Excel users to become 
Modano evangelists, including a team 
administrator. 

 2 Weeks 

2) Core Team Training  • Core team members complete training on 
Standardization, Review and (optionally) 
Automation. 

 1 Month 

3) Best Practice 
Definition 

 • Core team creates best practice guidelines 
and associated corporate theme. 

 2 Weeks 

4) Standardization & 
Review Training 

 • Training provided in waves to broader user 
group. 

 Ongoing 

5) Automation Training  • Optional training provided in waves to more 
passionate members of broader user group. 

 Ongoing 

6) Ongoing Support  • Ad-hoc support provided to all Modano users 
via Modano’s online support platform. 

 Ongoing 

The stages differ for each organization, so Modano works with each client to agree an 
implementation project plan which maximizes likely user participation and uptake. 

Modano Implementation Project Plan 

 

file:///C:/Shared/Modano/Software%20-%20Files/S&M/Spreadsheet%20Optimisation/project_plan.png
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Testimonials 

David Bentley 

davidbentley@atlasinfrastructure.com  
www.linkedin.com/in/david-bentley-b6b7a92a 
Partner, ATLAS Infrastructure, May 2016 – Present 
Portfolio Manager, RARE Infrastructure, Aug 2013 – Apr 2016 
Investment Manager, Future Fund Management Agency, Sep 2008 – Aug 2013 

We have used the Modano system over the past 15 months to build models for valuing 
approximately 150 listed infrastructure securities. Building this number of financial models in a 
relatively short space of time is challenging, to say the least, but the use of the Modano 
approach has both shortened the development timeframe for each model considerably and has 
also provided us with far better consistency between each model, than would have been 
possible had we developed each model from scratch or even from a basic template. 

When evaluating potential modelling solutions / platforms, the key attributes we were looking for 
in a modelling methodology/system, and what we have been able to find with Modano are:  

• Consistency – the ability to directly compare one infrastructure security against another 
is crucial in investment selection and portfolio construction particularly when there are 
over 100 assets to choose from in an investment universe. It is essential to have a 
platform which enables us to generate comparable outcomes and to run consistent 
scenarios across each of the companies in our investment universe even those with 
materially different characteristics. 

• Repeatability / efficiency – Many infrastructure assets have very similar underlying 
characteristics (allowed returns on asset base for instance), and whilst templates can 
provide a means of standardizing certain elements of this modelling, our experience is 
that maintaining a core set of templates is difficult and those templates can be 
accidentally changed leading to gradual changes in the template used over time. Using 
modules improves consistency over time and ensures a proper change management 
process can be implemented to control any developments to the templates. 

• Integrity – We do not have the time to undertake bottom up audits of each model after 
they have been developed.  Our experience is that this can take almost as long as 
developing the model in the first place. Modano has both automated linkages which 
minimise errors and significant in-built error checking which is superior to any templates 
that we have previous come across.  

• Flexibility in scale and scope – The Modano system is equally comfortable handling 
entities with one business unit or ten or more and this includes whether those business 
units are of a similar type (e.g. All airports) or different (e.g. One airport and concession 
toll roads). It is simply a matter of adding another asset and the Modano system 
integrates it into the rest of the model seamlessly. 

mailto:davidbentley@atlasinfrastructure.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/david-bentley-b6b7a92a
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Tarjei Kirkesaether 

tarjei.kirkesaether@ausnetservices.com.au 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tarjeik  
Financial Analyst, AusNet Services, Aug 2013 – Present 
Business Analyst, Elders Forestry, Apr 2008 – Aug 2013 

The Modano software package has proved invaluable to us here at AusNet Services. As a 
member of the Financial Modelling team I have found that the Enterprise version of Modano has 
made me significantly more efficient when building new models. Although the learning curve for 
using the software is steep, the online learning material is substantial and Michael, Tim and his 
team has always proven to be more than willing to help whenever I’ve been stuck. The 
introduction of the community forum has made this assistance even more accessible. 

The main things I would like to highlight with regards to the software are: 

1. Ability to download flexible, yet sophisticated, modules greatly reduced the hours of work 
previously performed manually (I have found this applies in particular to depreciation and 
debt/interest calculations which are very similar in all modules but takes significant time to 
build). 

2. Time series formula consistency improves robustness and also reduces build time. 

3. Mirroring custom made modules eliminates the need to update similar sections of a 
workbook multiple times, again reducing build time and improving robustness of model. 

4. Dynamic Category blocks makes ongoing model development seamless. 

I could not speak highly enough about this software, it has opened up a whole new world and 
made me really enjoy going to work every day! Seriously. 

Further comments available on request. 

mailto:tarjei.kirkesaether@ausnetservices.com.au
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tarjeik/
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